ITALIAN UPDATE TERM 4

Classe due (Year Two). Here is some work from one of our stories on Pinocchio. Our Pinocchio Puppets are on display in the Italian Room.

Bravi!!!!!!! Love your work Classe due!!!!!!

We are coming to the end of our two stories on Pinocchio. "Ecco Pinocchio" (Here is Pinocchio) and "Zucchero Filato" (Fairy Floss). This is a great basis for learning Italian in a fun way, using bilingual stories.
**Best Class for Term Three.** Classe due (Year Two), who were Term One winners as well.

Signorina Venezia was so impressed.

Bravi ragazzi!! Congratulazioni!!!! Top effort!!! Ottimo!!! The Best!!!

Here we are with Signorina Venezia and our Sorpresa.
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Classe due made up their Pinocchio puppets with moveable arms and legs, put together by Signora Lewis. Una Sorpresa was added by Signora Lewis during the holidays. Two in fact; The heart (il cuore) and a red bow tie.

"Ecco Pinocchio" “Here is Pinocchio”. Bravi Ragazzi!!! I can see some Italian Pinocchio puppets with green, white and red (verde, bianco e rosso). Beautiful work by all Classe Due students. Our work is displayed on our magnetic board in the Italian Room. They will be able to go home soon and be put on the fridge at home. Our next Sorpresa will be to share zucchero filato (fairy floss), since we have nearly completed work on our second bilingual story on Pinocchio.